
1. ORAL NARRATIVE GENERATION 
WHO WHERE HOW WHAT 

 

 
 
Simple Model 
A king went to a waterfall on a bike and ate some ice-cream. 
 

2. ORAL NARRATIVE GENERATION 
WHEN WHO WHERE HOW WHAT 

 

 
 
Simple Model 
One sunny day a king went to a waterfall on a bike and ate some ice-
cream. 
 

3. ORAL NARRATIVE GENERATION 
WHEN adjective WHO WHERE HOW WHAT 

 

 
 
Simple Model 
One sunny day a happy king went to a waterfall on a bike and ate 
some ice-cream. 
 



4. ORAL NARRATIVE GENERATION 
WHEN adjective WHO WHERE HOW adjective WHAT 

 

 
 
Simple Model 
One sunny day a happy king went to a waterfall on a bike and ate 
some strawberry ice-cream. 

 

5. ORAL NARRATIVE GENERATION 
adjective WHEN adjective WHO adjective WHERE adjective HOW adjective WHAT 

 
Simple Model 
One hot sunny day a happy king went to a cool waterfall on a fast bike and ate some 
strawberry ice-cream. 
 
Extended Model – Add a plan  
One hot sunny day a happy king decided to go to a refreshing waterfall for a swim because it 
was so hot. He got on his fast bike and rode all the way there. When he got there he ate some 
strawberry ice-cream to cool down.   

 

6. ORAL NARRATIVE GENERATION 
WHEN WHO WHERE HOW WHAT Join events with conjunctions 

 
Simple Model 
One sunny day a king went to a waterfall on a bike and ate some ice-cream and then he went 
to a circus in a helicopter and played darts. 
 
Extended Model  
One sunny day a king decided to go to a waterfall for a swim because it was so hot. He got on 
his bike and rode all the way there. When he got there he ate some ice-cream to cool down.  
After that he decided to go to the circus to see some clowns and acrobats. He flew there in his 
helicopter and then played darts. 

 



7. ORAL NARRATIVE GENERATION 
adjective WHEN adjective WHO adjective WHERE adjective HOW adjective WHAT 

Join events with conjunctions 

 
Simple Model 
One hot sunny day a happy king went to a cool waterfall on a fast bike and ate some 
strawberry ice-cream. And then he went to a big circus in a new helicopter and played tricky 
darts. 
Extended Model  
One hot sunny day a happy king decided to go to a cool waterfall for a swim because it was so 
hot. He got on his fast bike and rode all the way there. When he got there he ate some ice-
cream to cool down.  After that he decided to go to the big circus to see some clowns and 
acrobats. He flew there in his new helicopter and then played tricky darts. 

 8. ORAL NARRATIVE GENERATION 
WHEN  WHERE HOW WHAT 

 
 
Simple Model 
One sunny day a  went to a waterfall on a bike and ate some ice-
cream. 

 
9. ORAL NARRATIVE GENERATION 

WHEN   HOW WHAT 
 

 
Simple Model 
One sunny day a  went to a  on a bike and ate some ice-cream. 

 



10. ORAL NARRATIVE GENERATION 
WHEN     

 

 
 
Simple Model 
One sunny day a  went to  on/in a  and (verb) . 

 

11. ORAL NARRATIVE GENERATION 
WHEN adjective adjective adjective adjective 

 

 
 
Simple Model 
One hot sunny day a adjective went to adjective  on/in a 
adjective  and (verb) adjective . 

 
12. ORAL NARRATIVE GENERATION 

Adjective  adjective adjective adjective adjective 
 

 
 
Simple Model 
One adjective  a adjective went to adjective  on/in a adjective 
 and (verb) adjective . 

 
 


